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Pisot Numbers in the Neighborhood

of a Limit Point. II

By David W. Boyd*

Abstract. Let S denote the set of real algebraic integers greater than one, all of whose other

conjugates lie within the unit circle. In an earlier paper, we introduced the notion of "width"

of a limit point a of S and showed that, if the width of a is smaller than 1.28... then there is

an algorithm for determining all members of S in a neighborhood of a. Recently, we

introduced the "derived tree" in order to deal with limit points of greater width. Here, we

apply these ideas to the study of the limit point a3, the zero of z4 - 2z3 + ; - 1 outside the

unit circle. We determine the smallest neighborhood 9X < a3 < 92 of a3 in which all elements

of S other than a3 satisfy one of the equations z"(z4 - 2z3 + z — 1) ± A(z) = 0, where A(z)

is one of z} - z2 + 1, z3 - z + 1 or z4 - z3 + z - 1. The endpoints 0, and 62 are elements

of S of degrees 23 and 42, respectively.

1. Introduction. As usual, let S denote the set of Pisot (Pisot-Vijayaraghavan)

numbers. In an earlier paper [1], we gave an algorithm for determining all elements

of S in a given interval of the real line provided there are only a finite number of

elements of S in this interval. We also showed how to determine all elements of S in

the neighborhood of certain limit points.

We demonstrated the algorithm by finding all points of S in [1, 1.86675] and

[1.868, 1.932], intervals containing, respectively, three and two limit points of S. The

reason for the gap (1.86675, 1.868) is the presence of the limit point a3 =

1.8667603992, the zero of x4 - 2x3 + x - 1 in \x\ > 1. In the terminology of [1],

this limit point has width 1.7548... and hence cannot be dealt with by the methods

of[l].

In the first paper of this series [2], we showed how to extend the algorithm of [1] to

deal with limit points such as a3. The basic new idea is that of the derived tree.

Briefly, each Pisot number 0 is associated with a certain set of rational functions

/ = A/Q = u0 + uxz + ■ ■ ■ with integer coefficients. The set ^consists of all such/

as 0 varies over 5. The sequences of coefficients {uk} are paths to infinity in a tree y

defined by the inequalities of Schur's algorithm. An /V-neighborhood of / in ^

consists of all g in ^ whose first N + l coefficients u0,...,uN agree with those of/.

If/is a limit point of ^in the topology defined by these neighborhoods then, at each

level n of the corresponding path in y, a subtree ^(/) branches off. The derived

treey(/) describes the asymptotic behavior of ̂ (/) as n -* oo.
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If y(/) is essentially finite (see [2] for this and other undefined terminology),

there is an effective constant N such that all g in the TV-neighborhood of / can be

completely determined. Under quite general conditions [2, Theorem 8.5], this TV-

neighborhood consists of f(z) = A(z)/Q(z) and the functions

A(z)±zn+rQ(z~l)

Q(z)±zn+rA(z-1)

for n ^ TV, where r < max(deg A, deg Q) is a certain integer depending on/.

Our purpose here is to demonstrate the practicality of the method of [2] by filling

in the gap (1.86675, 1.868) around a3. There are three limit points of ^associated

witha3, namely

gu = (l-z + z3)/(l-2z + z3-z4),

g23 = (l-z2 + z3)/(l-2z + z3-z4),

g3,3 = (1 - z + z3 - z4)/(l - 2z + z3 - z4).

The first two of these have width 1 and were already treated in [1]. Thus we can

confine ourselves to g3 3 which we discussed briefly in [2].

We will show that the only/in the 22-neighborhood of g3 3 are

rilx _ (1 - z + z3 - z4) ± z"~3(l - z + 2z3 - z4)

l'J '"     (l-2z + z3-z4)±z"-3(l-z + z3-z4)'

for n > 23.

Incorporating the results from [1], we find an interval (6X, 62) of a3 in which the

only elements of S are the roots of z"(z4 - 2z3 + z - 1) ± A(z), where A(z) is one

of z3 - z2 + 1, z3 - z + 1 or z4 - z3 + z - 1. The endpoint 6X = 1.8667463463 is

an element of S of degree 23 associated with g23, while 62 = 1.8667627119 is an

element of S of degree 42 associated with g3 3. The minimal polynomials for 6X and

62 are (writing a0zd + axzd~x + ■ ■ ■ + ad= a0ax ■ ■ ■ ad),

(1.2) 7»! = 1 -1 -1 -2 1 1 1 -1 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 0 -1 -1,

(1.3) P2 = 1 -2 1 -1 -23 -3 3 1 -24 -41 0 -3 3 -2 11 -11
-11-110-22-311-24-211-32-201-11.

Here -Px(z)/z23Px(z~l) is in JT17(g2,3) whileP2(z)/zA2P2(z'1) is in^22(g33).

2. The Derived Tree for g3 3 If / is a limit point of #, the derived tree •?"'(/)

consists of all sequences (c0,... ,ck) of integers satisfying the inequalities c0 ¥= 0 and

(2.1) ^(co,...,^) < q « ^(co,...,^),

where Wk and IF* are defined by the recurrence relations (4.16) to (4.20) of [2].

Because of the symmetry Wk(-c0,. ..,-ck_x) = -Wk(c0,...,ck^x), we may as-

sume c0 > 0. Table 1 gives the values of Wk and W* for y = ^"'(#33) truncated to

6 decimal places. The integers in the columns headed Mk and M* will be defined in

Section 5. The tree^"' is infinite but we have truncated it at nodes where Wk = W*

to obtain a finite tree.
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Table 1
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3817 3824 3825

Figure 1

The derived tree for g3 3

The tree is traversed in left preorder so that listing ck_x suffices to identify a given

node (c0,...,ck_x). A comparison with Figure 1 reproduced from [2], may be

helpful. For example, the row of the table giving

(2.2) c4 = 35,    W5 = 76.001155,    W5* = 76.043389

refers to the node (1,3,7,16,35) of y. Since there is no integer c5 satisfying (2.1) in

this case, (1,3,7,16,35) is a terminal node of T'.

The values of W* listed without fractional part are exactly integers. The branches

of J~' corresponding to ck = W* are simple paths to infinity in ïT'(f) discussed

more fully in [2, Section 9].

The trees ^ consist of all (c0,...,ck) for which (u0,...,un_x,un + cQ,...,un+k +

ck) are in !T. (Here g3 3 = u0 + uxz + • • •.) These trees are characterized by

inequalities similar to (2.1):

(2.3) Wn,k(cQ,...,ck_x) ^ ck < Wlk(c0,...,ck_x).

We will use^ (2Tn~) to refer to the sequences satisfying (2.3) and c0 > 0 (c0 < 0)

respectively.

By Theorem 7.3 of [2], there are effective constants Nk such that, for « > Nk, each

path (c0,...,ck) inJ~n(f) is also a path ia^~'(f). This depends on the convergence

Wnk - Wk and W*k -» W^ as n -+ oo.
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As Figure 1 shows, the effective height of y(g33) is 10 and hence we need only

estimate 7Vn. For this, it suffices to find an TV such that, for n > TV, and (c0,...,ck_x)

a node in 3~' with k - 1 < 10, we have

(2.4) [wn¡k,w*k]nzcz[wk,wnnz.

Inspection of Table 1 suggests that the most stringent requirement here is that

76 < Wn5 < 77 for the node (1,3,7,16,35) of (2.2). This is indeed the case and we

will show that N5 = N6= ■ ■ ■ Nxx = 63. Thus ^±(/), n ^ 63 has only one path to

infinity, the "regular" path corresponding to/„ of (1.1). In fact this is true for n > 23

even though 3~n in this case usually contains extraneous nodes which are not in the

tree y The tree 3~22 has two paths to infinity, the regular path and one

corresponding to (1.3). The other ^ for small n are discussed more fully in Section 6.

3. Formulae for Estimating Wnk- Wk. To estimate Nk, we will need estimates for

Wnk- Wk and W* k - W*. We develop estimates in detail only for WnJi - Wk

since the treatment of W*k - W* is almost identical.

According to [2, (7.5) and (7.6)] we have

(3-1}     7älfjL = C^ ■■• + ck-i^~l+K,^k+ ■■■        (n>k + l)
(¿     \ín,k

and

(3.2) |_gi = Co+... + cVlz*-1 + ^+....

Here 8 = (1 - z + z3)(l - z2 + z3), Q = 1 - 2z + z3 - z4, Qn k is of degree

k + 3_   with   Qnk(0) = 1    and   />„,,(z) = -zk + 3Qn<k(Z-1).   Also   fi(z) =

C7(z)G(z)/G(0), where G is monic, of degree 3, and has all its zeros in \z\ > 1, while

G(z) = z3G(z'x). The polynomials dk, ek satisfy ek(0) = 1, degq = k and dk =

-zkek(z-1).

If cm-i * Wm-i or ^m-i for m < A: then these conditions and (3.2) characterize

dk and ek. If cm_x = Wm_x or W*_x for some m < k then we define ek(z) =

(1 + z)k~mem(z). In this case c0,... ,cm_, uniquely determine cm, cm+x,.... Similar

remarks apply to Pn k and Qn k if n > k + 1.

Lemma 3.1. With the above notation, ifn>k + l, then

(3.3) Pnfiek-Qnßdk = zkHn,k,

where Hnk is a polynomial of degree at most 2r which satisfies z2rHnk(z~x) = -H„ k(z),

and

(3-4) W„tk -Wk = H„ik(0).

Proof. The left member of (3.3) is a polynomial R of degree at most 2k + 2r

which satisfies
(3.5) z2k+2rR(z~1) = -R(z).

By (3.1) and (3.2), it follows that

(3.6) m/(Q2Qnßek) = (W„,k - Wk)zk + ■■■,

so R has a zero of order k at z = 0. Thus R(z) = zkHnJi(z) where deg Hnk < k + 2r.

But by (3.5) the leading k coefficients of r also vanish so, in fact, deg Hn k < 2r. The

remaining properties of Hnk follow from (3.5) and (3.6).

For our example, r = 3 so that

(3.7) Hnk(z) = a + bz + cz2 - cz4 - bz5 - az6,
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where a = Wnk - Wk. Let o,, (i = 1,2, 3), be the zeros of G so ax is the real root of

1 - z + z3 = 0 and a2, a3 the complex roots of 1 - z2 + z3. Numerically,

ax = -1.3247179572,       a2 = .8774388331 + i(. 7448617666).

From (3.3), we have

(3.8) Hn,k(a,) = a;kPnk(ai)G(ai)ek(ai)        (i = 1,2,3).

From (3.4) we have, for n > k + 1,

(3-9) Wn,k-Wk= zZh,Hntk(a,),

where hx,h2 and h3 are obtained by solving the following 3x3 linear system for a:

(3.10) «(1 - a?) + b(a, - a?) + c(a2 - a4) = Hnk(a,)-

Numerically,

(3.11) hx = .057477943,       \h2\ = \h3\ = .374123681.

The quantities akG(aAek(aA can be computed for each node of the derived tree.

The quantities PnJí(a¡) tend to zero geometrically. So Formulae (3.8) and (3.9)

provide a means of estimating Wnk- Wk.\i is useful, though, to further manipulate

(3.8).

Lemma 3.2. With the above notation,

(3.12) Pn,kQn.k + i - Qn.kPn.k + i = zk(\ - z)(Wn>k - ck)Q.

Proof. Combine the definitions [2, (5.6) and (5.10)] of P„ k and Qn k with the

following formula from [3, p. 82],

Dn+1En - DnEn+x = («„ - wn)z"(l - z).

Corollary 3.3. Let f'= g33. Then, for all n, k and i = 1,2,3,

(3-13) />„.*(««) = «i"1_"ß».*(«,).

Proof. By (3.12), the ratio Pn k(a¡)/Qn k(a¡) is independent of k. When k = 0,

P„tk = P„ and [2, (5.9)] gives

(3.14) z"+T„(z)^l(z-1) - zrPn(z-')Q(z) = £„(z)ß(z).

Thus

(3.15) Pn(a,)/P„(ajl) = ^^(^.^(ar1).

For / = g3 3 we readily verify that

(3.16) Q(z) + z2/l(z-1) = -z-2ß(z),

and hence Q(a¡)/A(a¡1) = -a2. Since Q„ß(z) = -z3Pn(z~l), we can now derive

(3.13) for k = 0 and hence for all k.

The formula (3.8) can thus be written in the more useful form:

(3.17) Hnk(a¡) = a/--*-10(o<)eil(af)ß1I,k(ol).

It only remains to estimate Qn k(a¡), to which we now turn.

4. Estimates for the Auxiliary Polynomials. Throughout this section, Pnk etc. refer

to the auxiliary polynomials for/= g33. The techniques apply to any/for which S2

has no multiple zeros. We regard polynomials of degree d with real coefficients as
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vectors in Rd+1 and measure distance between two such polynomials by the

/°°-norm, i.e., \\a0xd + ■ ■ ■ + ad\\ = max.{\a¡\: 1 < i < d). Recall that P„0 = P„ and

ß„.0 = Qn-

Lemma 4.1. For n > 50,

\\Pn - G\\ = \\Qn - G\\ < CO" < .007,

where C < 7.871 and8 = \a2\~l < .868837.

Proof. Temporarily let

(4.1) G(z) = (z - ax)(z - a2)(z - o3) = a + bz + cz2 + z3

and

(4.2) Pn(z) = an + b„z + c„z2 + z3.

From (3.13) we have

(4.3) P„(ai) = -a2"'Pn(a-1).

Thus

(4.4) a + ba¡ + ca2 = -a3

and

(4.5) a„(l + a2-) + bn(a, + a)-) + cn(a2 + a~") = -a3 - aj1'".

Define the 3 X 3 matrices Fand U„ to have rows (1, a,, a2) and (a2~", a)~", aj")

respectively, and define the column vectors pn, g and hn by pn = (an, bn, c„)tr,

g = (a, b, c)tT and hn = (-a1-1-",-a21-",-a3-1"),r. Then (4.4) and (4.5) combine

into

(4.6) (V-Un)pn=Vg + h„,

or

(4.7) p„ - g = (I - VlUn)-XV-x{Uug + K).

Using the /°°-norm, we calculate

\\V~l\\ = 1.125642247,

\\U„\\ = (3.475681885)0",       n > 2,

IIM = ô1 + ",

\\g\\ = a\ = 1.754877666,

so that(1 - IIF^i/JI)"1 < 1.00347425 for« > 50. Hence(4.7) gives

(4.8) \\p„ - g\\ < (l - WV-'UAiY'wv-^Kwuj \\g\\ + HAJO,

which proves the lemma.

Lemma 4.2. For n ^ 51,

(4-9) IÔn,*(«,)l<C,.p*,

where

Cx = 4.302463189,       C2 = C3 = 1.204779188,
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and where p, is the larger root of x2 = |1 + a¡\x + 4|a,|, so that

px = 2.470005456,       p2 = p3 = 3.381346122.

Proof. From [2, (5.19)], we deduce that

(4.10) Q„,k+l = (1 + z)QH¿ - yn,kzQn,k-X,

where ynk = (ck - W„k)/(ck_x - Wnk_x). From [2, (5.21)], we have

(4.11) Wlk - W„,k = 4(W^k_x - ck_x)(ck.x - W„,k_x)/(Wn*k_x - WnM_x).

Combining(2.3) and (4.11) yields 0 < ynk < 4, provided cyt„1 ¥= W„ k_x. (If ck_x =

Wnk_x then Qnm for m > A: + 1 is not uniquely defined, but if we simply let

Qn.m - (1 + zT~kQn,k in this case>then (4-10) holds with 0 < ynk < 4.)

The initial conditions in (4.10) are

(4.12) Qn,o = Qn   and   Qn_x = Qn_x.

If we demonstrate (4.9) for k = 0,1 it will follow by induction for k > 2 from

(4.10) and |yM| < 4. By Lemma 4.1, \\Qn - G\\ < .007 for n > 50, so

|ß„(«,)| < \G(a,)\ +(.007)(|a,| + \a,\2 + \a,\3).

Since

G ( a, ) =-4.264632994   and   \G(a2)\ = 1.176776497,

we do have (4.9) for k = 0 and / = 1,2,3.

To estimate QnX(a:), we use (4.10) and (4.12) where

TVo = (co + «■ - %)/(««-! - %-l)

and c0 = ±1. From Lemma 4.1

|(w„ - wj - w\ < Hi5,, - G|| < .007   if« > 50.

Hence \yn0- y0\ < .010291843, for n > 51, where y0 = (c0 + tv)/w = 1.569840291
(if c0 = 1) or y0 = .430159709 (if c0 = -1).

Now write

£„,, = (1 + z)G - y0zG+(l + z)(Qn - G) - y„,0z(Qn_x - G)

and use the estimates for |yn0 - y0| and \\Qn - G\\ given above to verify (4.9) for

k = 1, n > 51. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Remark. The estimate (4.9) is rather unrealistic for large k since we know [2,

Lemma 7.1] that Qnk -» Gek as n -» oo at interior nodes of the derived tree (nodes

where Wk_x < ck_x < W*_x). The estimate can be improved by recursively estimat-

ing the differences yn k - yk and using the known values of yk, rather than resorting

to the estimate 0 < ynk < 4. This turns out to be unnecessary for our purposes.

5. Estimates of Nk. Combining (3.9), (3.11), (3.17) and (4.9), at each node of the

derived tree we have

(5.1) wn,k-wk\^ E^,M«,)ii«,r,
/=i

where Aki = \h¡\C,\a,\-l~kpk, so that

(5.2) Akx = (.796116505X1.864551955)*,
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(5.3) Ak2 = Ak¿ = (.460845058)(2.937838492)*.

Tracing through the analysis, we find that Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 are valid for P*k

and hence that

(5.4) Wlk-w*k\^ E^,K(«,)IKr-
; = 1

Let Uk be the largest integer strictly smaller than Wk and V* be the smallest

integer strictly larger than Wk, so

(5.5) Wk=Uk + 8k,       0 < «t < 1,

(5.6) W*k = V*k-8*k,       0<ö* < 1.

For each node in the derived tree, let mk = mk(c0,...,ck_x) and m* be such that

m s> mk implies \Wn<k - Wk\ < 8k and m > m\ implies \W*k - Wf\ < fi£. If Mk

(Mk) are such that the right members of (5.1) and (5.4) are less than 8k (8*) for

m ¿s Mk (M*), then mk < max(Mk,51) and m* < max(M*,51). The quantities Mk

and M* are given in Table 1.

Suppose (c0,...,ck_x) is a path in y and in 9"n. Then, for n > max^^, m*k),

(2.4) holds. As shown in [2, Theorem 8.4(b)], no path in ^n can follow any of the

paths to infinity in y to a height > 4 unless it coincides with one of

±(1,3,7,17,39,...). Thus if y is truncated at height 4 on these paths and

TV = max(mA:, m*k) over all nodes in the truncatedy then n > TV implies that^J is a

subtree of y.

The bounds Mk, M* given in Table 1 together with values for the nodes where

ck = W* and k < 4 give TV < 127. By computing^ for n < 126 as described in the

next section, we obtain exact values for mk and m*. For example,

w5(l,3,7,16,35) = 63   and   mxx(l,3,.. .,1870,3824) = 47.

If we use Q„<k(a¡) ~ G(a:)ek(a¡) rather than (4.9) we obtain m5(l,... ,35) « 66 and

mu(l,...,3824) = 48, so we see that it is (4.9) that leads to the more pessimistic

values 98 and 127 given in Table 1 for these two quantities.

For the sake of interest,

W*2 5(-l, -3, -7, -16, -35) = 75.999171,

and

IF4611(1,3,. ..,1870,3824) = 7760.998730,

correct to 6 decimal places.

6. The TreesJ^(g33). By the calculations of the previous section, if « > 127, each

tree^±(g33) contains only the single path to infinity ±(1,3,7,17,...) correspond-

ing to/„ of (1.1). It thus remains to examine the trees ̂ ¡± for n < 127 to determine

the finite number of exceptional elements of ^in the neighborhood of g3 3.

In the following discussion of the sizes of 3Tn ±, we have truncated these trees at the

nodes where ck = Wnk or W*k. Since the expansion of g3 3 begins

g33 = 1,1,2,4,7, 13,24,45,...

it is clear that \Sr^\ = oo since it contains a path corresponding to

(1-0/(1-2r)-1,1,2,4,8,...

which is in the second derived set of <€.
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Similarly, \&~¡\ = oo since the limit point ß3 = 1.927... has an expansion

(1 -24)/(l - z - z2 - z3 - z4) = 1,1,2,4,7,14,....

All other !Tn ± with n ^ 4 are finite. Although both of ^¡ * are small, ST{ is quite

large, containing 1671 nodes and 102 paths corresponding to elements of (€. These

expansions begin

1,1,2,4,7,13,24,44,...

and the corresponding Pisot numbers lie in a rather small neighborhood of ß2 =

1.839... rather than of a3 = 1.866... and are among those discussed at the end of

Section 3 of [1].

For n 3s 23, there are no paths to infinity other than those corresponding to (1.1).

For n = 22, we obtain P2 of (1.2) corresponding to a path (1,3,8,..., 3682615) in

^"22.

In spite of the restriction n > k + 1, in (3.1), the trees ^± can be computed

correctly for all n by using (3.1). That is, Pnk and Qnk are computed from (4.10) and

Wnk from (3.1), and similarly with P*k, Q* k. U k + 1 > n then the values for ck,

W„ k and W*k are incorrect, but the quantities ck - Wnk and W*k - ck are correct,

so the recurrence relation (4.10) gives the correct Pnk and Qnk,

The starting values P„ and P* are computed using the recurrence relations [2,

(5.18)]. This was done in integer arithmetic and, for comparison, using double

precision floating-point arithmetic. The floating-point calculation proves to be

accurate to over 13 decimal places indicating the exceptional stability of the

recurrence relation [2, (5.18)].

For n < 65, the trees ¿T^ were computed using integer arithmetic as in [1]. For

n > 65, the computations were done in the double precision floating-point arith-

metic. Since the trees in this case are of height at most 11, it is easy to see that the

rounding error gives values of W„ k and W*k correct to at least 5 decimal places even

under the pessimistic (and false) assumption that yn k = 4 for all n, k.

The integer calculations for n < 65 make the detection of Pnk and P*k with

integer coefficients easy. These correspond to Dn+k and D*+k whose roots are Pisot

numbers according to the formulae [2, (5.8) and (5.13)]. A comparison with the

results of [1] revealed that the only Pisot number in the range [1, 1.932] actually

missed in [1] was 62, the root of P2 of (1.3).

The computations of this section were performed on an AMDAHL 470/V8. The

numbers in Table 1 were computed on an Apple 11+ and verified by a computation

on the AMDAHL 470/V8. In fact, all of the computations described here are well

within the capabilities of a microcomputer except for the computation of some of the

larger ^ such as yr.
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